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B. Leglatin

Plastimo compasses :
over 50 years 

on the right course.
Only the best will do !
For ultimate quality, Plastimo selects the best components in order 
to ensure that your compass is a highly dependable instrument which 
will provide years of reliable service.
• A sapphire equips every compass : its hardness is a warranty for the 

long life and precision of your compass.
• All Plastimo compasses feature an anti-vibration system, which 

ensures a minimal contact between the pivot and the sapphire cup ; 
the latest-born “Vibration absorber” device damps spinning caused 
by high-speed pounding and vibration.

• A compass is a meticulously engineered instrument : 
all the “precious” components are produced by Swiss clock-makers, 
worldwide famous for their legendary precision.

• The soft Viton® diaphragm or the semi-soft ultra-sound 
welded diaphragm is fully waterproof and has an extreme 
expansion and retraction capacity : it compensates 
the fluctuations in fluid volume caused by the differences 
in temperature and atmospheric pressure.

• All plastic components -and more specifically the material 
used for the dome- are carefully selected to withstand shocks, 
UV-rays and harsh marine environment.

• The crystal transparency of the dome and the exceptional 
magnifying index of the fluid contribute to the perfect legibility 
of the card.

Viton® is a registered trade mark of Dupont de Nemours.



Innovation stems from state-of-the-art 
Research & Development.
For over 50 years, the Plastimo Research and Development 
department has created and engineered extremely dependable 
compasses, combining top performance with stylish design. 
Building on the same development philosophy, our engineers now 
use the most sophisticated computer assisted design programs.
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To be allowed on your boat, a Plastimo 
compass must pass challenging quality 
control tests.
Needless to say, all Plastimo compasses comply with the regulation… 
but Plastimo's stringent requirements are even more demanding : 
at every stage of production, each compass is tracked, checked 
and thoroughly inspected, so that quality is never a coincidence.
• Accelerated ageing tests, carried out in our laboratories, guarantee that 

the dome and all other components are totally impervious to UV rays.
• Vibration tests used to simulate the vibrations generated by rough 

sea and high-speed : the card must remain absolutely stable, 
whatever the vibration frequency.  While the regulation requires 
tests from 7 to 40 Hz, 
Plastimo challenges 
its compasses to tests 
between 5 and 100 Hz.

• Temperature tests : 
our compasses are 
tested in heated and 
refrigerated cabinets 
from +60° to -30° C 
(+180° to -70 °F). 
Even in these extreme 
temperatures, the 
compass must not leak 
or develop bubbles.

• Stability tests : when the card is deflected (40° or 90°), 
it must return to its original position and settle within a 
predetermined time (called the “half-period”).

• Precision and accuracy are tested on each cardinal point. 
After a 95° deflection, the card must return to its original 
position, within a 1° maximum allowance.

• Packaging protection : in order to guarantee optimum 
protection during transport, we regularly drop test our 
packaged compasses from a 1 metre height to a hard 
surface.

• Final quality tests : assembled, packaged and ready for 
shipment, Plastimo compasses are once again inspected 
with a statistical sampling.

These stringent tests and quality assurance 
procedures allow Plastimo to offer 
a 5-year warranty on all its compasses, 
and to certify an outstanding quality that 
meets all European and ISO 25862 
specifications.

4 million compasses 
100 % handcrafted by Plastimo 
The most prestigious racers,
the most demanding boatbuilders,
the most safety conscious yachtsmen
keep on the right course with Plastimo.
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Excellence 
in compass-craft

For over 50 years, we have owed our position as market leader not only to our 
extensive range of 400 models, but also to our continuous effort to offer you 
such a top quality product that you never have chance to mention it, except 
than recommend it to a friend getting ready to equip his boat.

A Plastimo compass 
is a meticulously 
engineered instrument. 
The complexity of 
components and the 
extreme accuracy 
required at every stage 
forbids production 
automation ; every 
compass is assembled 
manually. Even when 
brand new, it already has 
an interesting history…

Produced from state-of-the-art injection 
moulding machines, domes are 
individually inspected, thus eliminating 
the slightest risk of imperfection-optical 
or mechanical.

Compass production is fully controlled 
in our Lorient (France) factory.

Every compass card is balanced manually 
to ensure its perfect horizontality. This is an 
extremely delicate operation, requiring patient 
and scrupulous craftmanship which only 
years of experience can bring.

The oven test is used 
to detect possible 
leaks. Each compass is 
placed for 1h30 in 
a cabinet heated to 
+60 °C. As this produces 
an expansion of the 
fluid, the diaphragm 
compensates for volume 
fluctuations.

Printing and legibility of the card 
must pass microscopic examination.
Quality and durability of the printing 
are fundamental. Once the compass 
is assembled, the magnification of 
the card is such that the slightest flaw 
would be intolerable. Plastimo owes 
its position as market leader to this 
uncompromisingly stringent selection 
of cards.



Selecting the best compass for your boat is extremely important, as the compass will be the 
helmsman’s or pilot’s navigation mate for many years. To help you choose, we suggest that you 
ask yourself the following simple but essential questions :

While holding the course is ovbiously the 
primary function of a compass, we at Plastimo, 
believe that elegance and style 
add to your sailing pleasure. We have 
designed your compass to enhance your boat. 
You will be proud of it. 
Plastimo compasses have been presented with 
several prizes, of which the most impressive 
are French, Japanese, German and American 
Design Awards.

How to select your compass?

A jewel on your 
dashboard

• What type of boat do you own?
Dinghy, cruising boat, racing boat, powerboat, kayak 
or yawl… You should know that the main differences 
between a sailboat and a powerboat (in terms of 
compass construction) are the heeling angle and the 
resistance to vibration and shocks. These technical 

elements are of course integrated in the engineering of our compasses..

• What is your navigation programme ?
Day sailing, cruising, passage making, racing… you will select a compass with 
or without lighting, with or without compensation, with the right card balanced for the 
geographical card where you are going to sail, with a plain or tactical card.

• Which size of compass ?
If the compass is designed to be read from a distance, you will need a larger 
compass. Generally speaking and as a benchmark indication, you should select 
a card apparent diameter between 70 and 90 mm, for a 5 to 9 m boat (17-30 ft).

• Which type of mounting ?
Flushmounted on a horizontal, vertical or inclined bulkhead, on a binnacle or mini-
binnacle, on a bracket, in a take-away or mast-mounted version… you must choose 
a compass which remains easily readable (shape of card) at all times. The Plastimo 
range of compasses covers all mounting options and all our models are designed 
for minimum drilling and screwing. Last but not least, be stylish : often located at the 
heart of your boat, your compass should ideally match and enhance the character of 
your boat ; you will therefore pay particular attention to its design and colour.

Flat card
A flat card is read 
on the back edge, 
where the lubberline 
is located. The 
fluid magnifies 

the numerals which become easier to read. In 
addition, the flat card provides a global view of 
the card and its North point in relation to the 
boat's direction.

Conical or 
cylindrical card
Reading from the 
front and the top of 
the card. In addition 

to front reading, this type of card usually features 
numerals and cardinal points on the top part of 
the card, thus providing two reading possibilities. 
This card is particularly suitable when steering or 
piloting is done sitting or standing.



 

Flushmount on 
horizontal surface
This extra-flat version provides an 
excellent viewing angle and also 
reduces vibrations by absorbing 
them. On a powerboat, a flushmount 
compass is ideal for the flybridge,  
the upper deck or the central 
steering pod ; on a sailboat, a 
flushmount compass will be ideally 
located on either side of the deck  
or mounted on a binnacle.

Flushmount on vertical  
or inclined surface 
(often known as bulkhead  
or dashboard compass)
A bulkhead compass is generally 
mounted on the cockpit side  
of the cabin bulkhead, allowing easy 
viewing from the cockpit  
(and also from the cabin,  
with the famous Contest 101).  
On a powerboat, this is ideally suitable 
for a vertical dashboard  
or a central steering pod.Bracket

Very popular on powerboats,  
a bracket allows for swift and easy 
mounting whatever the location.  
It is particularly suitable on 
surfaces with awkward angles. 
A bracket-mount compass can 
generally be taken away for safe 
storage, which is a real plus  
on a powerboat with no cabin.

Mini-binnacle
Ultra-slim and compact version ; 
does not require any cut-out 
hole. The compass can be taken 
away for safe storage.

Mast-mounting
If you have only little space 
available, mast installation can 
be the answer. It is very easy  
to carry out thanks to a specific 
mast mounting kit.

On fixing bracket
Often a multi-function  
compass (combines course  
+ handbearing functions),  
this type of compass is usually 
removable for storage.

Binnacle  
for steering wheel 
For sailboats with a steering 
wheel.

Installation on board

How to compensate a compass
Use a second compass as the reference ; a handbearing compass is often the most convenient, provided  

it is interference-free. The North-South screw corrects North-South heading ;  
the East/West screw corrects East-West heading. 
•  Run the boat along the Northerly course selected as per your handbearing compass  

and adjust your steering compass by turning the North and South screws either way,  
so that the steering compass also points North.

•  Repeat the procedure, running the boat Easterly.
•  Run the boat Southerly and this time, reduce the deviation by half.

•  Run the boat Westerly and reduce the deviation by half.
•  Note : Upon completing the compensation procedure, it is essential to draw  

a new deviation table.

Compasses are supplied with built-in compensation, or can be further equipped with  
an optional compensation.Compensating a compass consists in adjusting the position  
of the 2 magnets, in order to affect the horizontal component of the card by modifying  
the North/South and East/West deviation.The compensation procedure is a delicate operation 
and should ideally be carried out by a professional compass adjuster.

Compensation
DEVIATION :  

See adjustment 
procedure on  

www.plastimo.com
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Universal balance

Ideal on small size power boats,
up to 6 metres (20 ft).

• Bracket-mount
Large stable base absorbs vibrations, simply 
screwed on dashboard.

• Card
Contributes to safety and provides reliable 
reading, whatever the ambiant light and weather/
navigation conditions (conical card, perfectly 
stable, 55 mm apparent diameter).

• Moulded-in notch to visualise heading easily.
• Materials 

All parts fully UV-ray treated. Scratch resistant 
dome.

• Watertight construction
One-piece moulded flange and bowl. 
Diaphragm for absolute watertightness.

OFFSHORE 55

Boat size Powerboats up to 6 metres (20 ft).

Card
Conical card graduated every 5°.
Apparent Ø 55 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting Bracket-mount, on a horizontal, 
tilted or vertical surface.

Reading 1 moulded-in notch to visualise heading easily.

Compensation Optional (access by removing the top 
flange)

Lighting Optional : 12/24 V LED bulb. 
Access by removing the top flange.

Supplied with Orientable installation base and screws.

Offshore® 55
• Black card, black flange : 63854
• White card, white flange : 63855

• Compensation : 17673

• Optional lighting : 62037
12/24 V LED bulb

Also available 
in Kayak version, with 

shock cords and hooks.
See page 356.

When screwing the base to dashboard, 
make sure that compass card and cell 
are perfectly horizontal.

Offshore® 55

Offshore® compass

Options & Accessories
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Offshore® 75 The Offshore 75 compass 
benefits from Plastimo's 
invaluable experience 
in compass engineering. 
Whatever the boat speed or 
vibrations, the Offshore 75 
remains fully efficient, thanks 
to the exclusive "Vibration 
Absorber" system which 
guarantees an exceptional 
card stability in all conditions.

Flushmount

Bracket-mountFlushmount/dashboard

Mini-binnacle

RESISTANCE TO VIBRATIONS 

tested by LCIE*, no. 30559010. 

"VIBRATION ABSORBER" exclusive system : 

Minimal contact between the pivot 

and the sapphire cup. 

*French official testing laboratory.

Installation
• Flushmount on horizontal surface : compact compass (fastening 

with screws).
• Flushmount on vertical or inclined surface/dashboard : fits any 

surface whatever the angle (fastening with screws). Interchangeable 
with any compass of equivalent size.

• Mini-binnacle : to be mounted on a horizontal surface thanks to the 
unique clip-plate which allows the compass  to be removed.

• Bracket : the broad and sturdy bracket base absorbs the vibrations. 
Mounting can be done on any surface whatever the angle, provided 
that the compass + card unit remains horizontal at all times. Bracket-
mount compass can also be removed when fitted with clip-plate.

OFFSHORE 75

Boat size Powerboats of 5 to 8 metres (17 to 26 ft).

Compass card
Conical card graduated 
every 5° apparent Ø 70 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting

Flushmount : on a horizontal, vertical 
or inclined surface.

Mini-binnacle : mounted on a horizontal 
surface thanks to a clip-plate (supplied) ; 
compass is removable.

With a bracket : mounted on a horizontal 
or inclined surface. Compass is 
removable thanks to clip-plate.

Resistance to vibrations 
and hull pounding

Magnetic cell equipped with
the unique "Vibration Absorber" system.

Lubber line 1 lubber line.

Compensation Optional (on mini-binnacle 
and bracket-mount models)

Lighting 12-24 V.  LED included on all Offshore models. 
No lighting on Offshore Basic. 

Supplied with Clip-plate, screws, drilling template.

Approval/homologation ISO 25862 compliant.

Offshore® 75



Lighting
Led is integrated in 
the bowl, thus spreading 
the illumination evenly 
and preventing eye strain 
and fatigue at night.

Materials
• All parts fully UV-ray 

treated.
• Scratch resistant 

dome.

Card
• Card design guarantees accurate 

readings and safe navigation under 
all weather or light conditions.

• Perfect stability of conical card, 70 mm 
apparent diameter.

• Every card is balanced individually 
in our workshops.

• Front reading : graduation every 5° and 
compact figures allow for easy reading.

Lubber line
Red for instant 
recognition.

Watertight construction
• One-piece moulded flange 

and bowl.
• Viton® diaphragm with extreme 

expansion and retraction 
capacity : compensates 
the fluctuations in fluid volume 
caused by the differences
in temperature and atmospheric 
pressure, thus preventing 
the formation of bubbles.

• Lighting integrated in the bowl.

Access to compensation 
or lighting
Extremely easy access to 
compensation or lighting with 
unique flange-clip system.

Compensation
Only bracket-mount and mini-
binnacle versions can be equipped 
with optional compensation box.

Accessories

Plasticlip : 37035
Black plastic clip, allows swift 
and easy installation of a 
bracket-mount compass 
on any tube Ø 18.5 to 22.5 mm.Compensation : 

17673

OFFSHORE 75 Basic,
sans éclairage

Black card,
white flange

Lubber 
line

Mini-fût
pour plan horizontal

White : 
63863 Red  

Sur étrier
pour plan horizontal 
ou vertical

White : 
63864 Red

OFFSHORE 75,
with lighting

White card 
& flange

Black card
black flange

Lubber
line

Flushmount horizontal surface 63858 63857 Red 

Flushmount/dashboard vertical 
or 20 to 90° inclined surface 63860 63859

White card
Fluorescent
orange

Mini-binnacle 
horizontal surface White : 63862 Black : 63861 Red

Bracket-mount, 
horizontal or vertical surface White : 63866 Black : 63865 Red
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OFFSHORE 95

Boat size Powerboats from 6 to 10 m (19 to 33 ft) 

Compass card
Conical or flat card graduated every 5°, 
apparent Ø 81 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting

• Flushmount, on a horizontal surface.
• With a bracket : mounted on a horizontal 

or inclined surface. Compass is removable 
thanks to clip-plate.

Resistance to vibrations 
and hull pounding

Magnetic cell equiped with the unique 
"Vibration Absorber" system.

Lubber line 1 lubber line.

Compensation Supplied as standard.

Lighting 12-24 V LED.

Supplied with Clip-plate, screws, drilling template.

Homologation ISO 25862 compliant.

Offshore® 95

OFFSHORE 95 flushmount bracket

• BLACK COMPASS
   black flat card 65732 65734
   black conical card 65733 65735
• WHITE COMPASS
   black flat card 65736 65739
   black conical card 65737 65740
   white conical card 65738 65741

Universal balance :

around the world 

with one compass.
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Watertight construction
• One-piece moulded flange and 

bowl.
• Viton® diaphragm with extreme 

expansion and retraction 
capacity : compensates the 
fluctuations in fluid volume 
caused by differences in 
temperature and atmospheric 
pressure, preventing the 
formation of bubbles.

Materials
• All parts fully UV-ray treated.
• Scratch resistant dome.

Card
Outstanding legibility under all 
weather and light conditions for 
optimum comfort and accurate 
readings. 
• Perfect stability of conical or 

flat card, 81 mm apparent 
diameter.

• Every card is balanced 
individually in our workshops.

• Graduation every 5°.
Lubber line
Red, for instant recognition.

Installation
• Flushmount on 

horizontal dashboard : 
compact design, 
interchangeable with 
Offshore 90 and most 
compasses of equivalent size.

• Bracket : 
broad and sturdy bracket base 
absorbing vibrations. Mounting can 
be done whatever the angle, provided  that the 
compass and card unit remain horizontal at all times. 
Bracket-mount compass can also be removed 
when fitted with clip-plate.

• Protective cover  : 
white : 55402
black: 55599

• Plasticlip : 37035

Options

Lighting
LED light spreads illumination 
evenly and prevents eye strain 
and fatigue at night.
Access to compensation 
or lighting
• Extremely easy access to 

compensation or lighting with 
unique flange-clip system.

• Compensation can be adjusted 
from the outside, with no need 
to open the compass on the 
bracket version.

Optimum vibration-resistance 

for a perfect stability of the card. 

"Vibration Absorber" exclusive 

system : minimal contact 

between the pivot and the 

sapphire cup.
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Offshore® 115

8-12m

OFFSHORE 115

Boat size Powerboats of 8 to 12 metres (26 to 40 ft).

Compass card
Conical or flat card graduated every 5°.
Apparent Ø 101 mm. 
Heading numerals every 30°.

Hood
Articulated protective hood : built-in sliding 
cover, composed of 3 telescopic parts, 
with cushioned closing.

Mounting • Flushmount : on a horizontal surface.
• Binnacle available as option.

Resistance to vibrations 
and hull pounding

Magnetic cell equipped with the unique 
"Vibration Absorber" system.

Lubber line 1 lubber line.

Compensation Supplied as standard.

Lighting 12-24 V LED.

Supplied with Screws, drilling template.

Approval/homologation SOLAS ISO 25862.

Offshore® 115 

Universal balance :

round the world with 

one compass.

OFFSHORE 115

• BLACK COMPASS
   black flat card 60992
   black conical card 60991
• WHITE COMPASS
   black flat card 60993
   black conical card 60990
   white conical card 60989
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Watertight construction
• One-piece moulded flange and 

bowl.
• Viton® diaphragm with extreme 

expansion and retraction 
capacity : compensates the 
fluctuations in fluid volume 
caused by differences in 
temperature and atmospheric 
pressure, preventing the 
formation of bubbles.

Articulated hood : built-in sliding 
cover composed of 3 telescopic 
parts with cushioned closing.

LED lighting
• Energy saving.
• High resistance to shocks.
• Increased lifetime.
• Same bulb is suitable for 

12 or 24 V power supply.

• Protective hood

• Spare LED lighting : 62037 

• Binnacle 

Black : 61002

Black : 61000 White : 61001  

White : 61003

Resistance to vibrations tested 

by French testing laboratory LNE.

"Vibration Absorber" exclusive 

system : Minimal contact 

between the pivot 

and the sapphire cup.

Options
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Offshore® 105 & 135
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Offshore 105

A bracket-mount compass consists in one flushmount 
compass, plus one bracket kit (indicate both references 
when ordering).

OFFSHORE 105

Boat size Powerboats of 5 to10 m (17 to 33 ft).

Compass card Graduated every 5°, apparent Ø 91 mm. 
Heading numerals every 30°.

Hood/sunshade
Articulated protective hood : 
built-in sliding cover, 
composed of 3 telescopic parts.

Mounting
Comes as standard in a flushmount version. 
Can be bracket-mounted 
with the addition of optional bracket.

Resistance to vibrations
and hull pounding

Magnetic cell mounted on
shock absorbers.

Lubber line 1 lubber line.
Compensation Supplied as standard.
Lighting 12-24 V. LED
Approval/homologation ISO 25862 compliant.

OFFSHORE 105 Flushmount

• BLACK COMPASS
   black flat card 65004
   black conical card 65001
• WHITE COMPASS
   black flat card 65005
   black conical card 65002
   white conical card 65003

Universal balance :

around the world 

with one compass

The optional bracket provides additional 
mounting possibilities, either 

on a horizontal dashboard 
or on a vertical bulkhead.

Built-in articulated hood : 
slide it gradually on the 
compass to adapt to the 
light and avoid glare on 
the dome. When totally 
shut, your compass 
is perfectly protected.
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A bracket-mount compass consists in one 
flushmount compass, plus one bracket kit 
(indicate both references when ordering).

OFFSHORE 135

Boat size Powerboats of 10 m and above (33 ft + ).

Compass card Graduated every 5°, apparent Ø 130 mm. 
Heading numerals every 30°.

Hood / sunshade Articulated protective hood : built-in sliding 
cover, composed of 3 telescopic parts.

Mounting
Comes as standard in a flushmount version. 
Can be bracket-mounted with the addition 
of optional bracket.

Resistance to vibrations
and hull pounding Magnetic cell mounted on shock absorbers.

Lubber line 1 lubber line.
Compensation Supplied as standard.
Lighting 12-24 V. LED
Homologation SOLAS ISO 25862

OFFSHORE 135 Flushmount
• BLACK COMPASS

black flat card 65350
black conical card 23484

• WHITE COMPASS
black flat card 65524
black conical card 23493

Universal balance

on flat card models

For Offshore 
105

For Offshore 
135

Black bracket 17268 17260
White bracket 17267 17262

The optional bracket makes bulkhead mounting 
easier while avoiding to cut the dashboard. 
The bracket slides onto a fixing plate, allowing 
easy removal.

The bracket kit includes the actual bracket and the 
adequate screws.

Bracket for Offshore 105 & 135

Offshore 135
The famous Offshore compass with built-in 
articulated hood, most popular on open dayboats, 
RIB’s, power cruisers and catamarans.
Flush- or bracketmount, it adapts to all steering 
pods or dashboards and offers optimal readability.
Magnetic cell construction features shock 
absorbers for added resistance to vibrations 
and hull pounding.
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Mini-Contest

Mini-Contest®

Contest® compasses

MINI-CONTEST

Boat size Sailboats up to 9 m (30 ft).

Compass card Conical red card graduated every 5°,  
Apparent Ø 81 mm. Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting • On vertical bulkhead.
• On the mast (with the optional mast mounting kit).

Lubber lines 3 lubber lines, at 45°.
Heelmeter Graduated every 10°.
Compensation Optional.
Lighting 12-24 V. LED
Supplied with Protective cover, drilling template, threaded rods.
Homologation ISO 25862 compliant.

MINI-CONTEST
White 65743
Black 65742

MINI-CONTEST ADVANSEA

Boat size Sailboats up to 9 m (30 ft).

Compass card Cylindrical card, graduated every 5°. 
Apparent Ø 85 mm. Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting On vertical bulkhead.
Lubber lines 3 lubber lines, at 45°.
Heelmeter Graduated every 15°.
Lighting 12-24 V. LED
Supplied with Protection cover, drilling template.
Homologation ISO 25862 compliant.

Mini-Contest AdvanSea is a highly accurate compass, 
developed to match ideally the AdvanSea range 
of marine electronics instruments.

Features the legendary accuracy and legibility of the 
Contest card, with a smaller footprint on bulkhead or mast.
Ideal on agile sailboats and sportsboats up to 9 m.

MINI-CONTEST ADVANSEA
black, black card 28976
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Watertight construction
• One-piece moulded flange 

and front dome.
• Viton® diaphragm with extreme 

expansion and retraction 
capacity : compensates 
the fluctuations in fluid volume 
caused by differences in 
temperature and atmospheric 
pressure, thus preventing 
the formation of bubbles.

Materials
• All parts fully UV-ray treated.
• Scratch resistant dome.

Lighting
LED light spreads the 
illumination evenly over dome 
and card, and prevents eye 
strain and fatigue at night. 
Easy access to the light bulb 
from the front of the compass.

Card
• Excellent legibility whatever 

the weather conditions and 
light.

• Conical, highly stable, 81-mm 
apparent diameter.

• Individually balanced.
• Graduation every 5° and 

compact figures for easy 
reading. 

3 lubber lines
For dependable readings even 
when steering windward.

• Compensation :   
17673

• Protective cover
Mini-Contest : white 55402

black 55599

• Pprotective cover 
AdvanSea : white 29361

Mounting
Vertical bulkhead : 
• Mini-Contest is compatible with drilling Ø of former model 

same size. 
• Fits any bulkhead thickness : 

- Standard thickness (40 mm max) : the compass is secured 
with threaded rods

- Thick or double bulkhead : the compass is secured with 
Parker screws on both sides of the bulkhead.

Options & accessories
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Contest® 101

CONTEST 101

Boat size Sailboats 9 m and above (30 ft +).
Double reading From cockpit and cabin.

Compass card
Double graduation : horizontal and vertical.
Conical card, graduated every 5°, apparent 
Ø 100 mm. Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting
Comes as standard in a bulkhead version (vertical 
or 10-25° inclined bulkhead). Can be mast-mounted 
with the addition of optional mast-mounting kit.

Lubber lines 3 lubber lines, at 45°.
Heelmeter Graduated every 10°.
Compensation Optional.
Lighting 12-24 V LED
Supplied with Protection cover, drilling template.
Homologation ISO 25862 compliant

Contest® 101

When Plastimo 
invented the 
double reading 
compass, it was 
a major innovation 
which allowed the 
yachtsman to follow 
his course from the 
cockpit and the cabin. 
The Contest 101 goes a step 
further : its exclusive mounting 
possibilities on any 
bulkhead -whatever the thickness- 
and its aesthetics allow the Contest 101 
to adapt perfectly to today's yachts, both 
in terms of engineering technique and glamorous design.
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CONTEST 101
Bulkhead-
mount
vertical

Bulkhead-
mount inclined 
10-25°

• BLACK COMPASS
   red card 64416 64418
   black card 64421 64422
• WHITE COMPASS
   red card 64417 64419
   white card 64423 64424

Mast mounting kit : 
39201

Spare
protection cover : 
25332
Just in case it would 
fall overboard… as it is 
originally supplied as 
standard.

You have replaced your electronics, modified your cockpit
and your compass doesn't quite "match" any longer…
Just by replacing the colour bezel of your initial Contest 101, 
you can change its look in seconds.

Compensation : 
17673

Bezel for Contest 101
Black : 26891   White : 26892  Blue : 26893

The model for inclined 
bulkhead is designed 

for a bulkhead tilted 
by 10 to 25° from vertical. 

The card remains fully 
efficient, even with a very 

high angle of pitch.

Every compass card is balanced manually to ensure its perfect 
horizontality. This is an extremely delicate operation, requiring 
patient and scrupulous craftsmanship which only years of 
experience can bring.

Options & accessories

Universal balance :

around the world 

with one compass.



Double reading
From both cockpit 

and cabin.

Compensation
Easy access to compensation box, 

from the front of the compass.

3 lubber lines
For dependable 
readings even when 
steering windward.

Materials
• All parts fully UV-ray treated.
• Scratch resistant dome.

Anti-theft design
Thanks to moulded-in 
sunken head screws.

INCONTESTABLE !

Simply swap them without any new hole, 
and without any tooling.
The Contest 101 has the same mounting 
footprint as the Contest 100 . 

• One-piece moulded flange 
and front dome.

•   Viton® diaphragm 
with extreme expansion 
and retraction capacity :
compensates the fluctuations 
in fluid volume caused
by the differences in 
temperature and atmospheric 
pressure, thus preventing the 
formation of bubbles.

Watertight 
construction

• LED light spreads the illumination 
evenly over dome and card, and 
prevents eye strain and fatigue 
at night.

• Easy access to the light bulb, 
from the front of the compass.

Lighting Contest 101 compass

Assembly is totally
watertight

• Exclusive installation design allows 
the compass to fit any bulkhead, 
vertical or inclined up to 25° front tilt,
- either by screwing from the 
  cockpit side,
- or by screwing from the cabin side, 
  as an anti-theft security.

• Fits any bulkhead thickness :
- Bulkhead of standard thickness 
  (up to 40 mm) : the compass is 
  secured with threaded rods.
- Thick or double bulkhead : 
  the compass is secured with screws 
  on both sides of the bulkhead.

• Supplied with back flange for neat 
installation from cabin side.
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Contest® 130

The model for inclined bulkhead is designed for a bulkhead tilted by 
10° to 25° from vertical. The card remains fully efficient, 

even with a very high angle of pitch.

CONTEST 130

Boat size 9 metres and above (30 ft +) 

Compass 
card

Double graduation : horizontal and vertical.
Conical card, graduated every 5°,
apparent Ø 127 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting • Bulkhead (vertical or 10°-25° inclined bulkhead).
• On a bracket.

Lubber lines 3 lubber lines, at 45°.
Heelmeter Graduated every 10°.
Compensation Included as standard.
Lighting 12-24 V. LED
Supplied with Protection cover, drilling template.
Homologation SOLAS ISO 25862.

The perfect card stability and exceptional magnification of the Contest 
130 give the user an unparalleled quality of reading, by day or by night. 
The Contest 130 remains perfectly legible from a 5 m distance.
Selected by the Golden Globe Race 2018 entrants, the Contest 130 is 
the choice of sailors who actually use their compass and rely on it.

Contest® 130

CONTEST 130
Bulkhead-
mount
vertical

Bulkhead-
mount
inclined 
10-25°

Bracket-
mount

• BLACK COMPASS
black card 39669 40034 -
red card 17291 17292 17293

• WHITE COMPASS
red card 17294 - 17295

 The bracket version Contest 130 
is particularly suitable for boats with 

enclosed cockpits. The bracket allows 
the compass to be mounted in any 

position and is also removable instantly.

Accessory

• Spare protection cover : 
17296
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OLYMPIC 95

- 9 m
8-12 m

64763 6376264763 63762

Olympic® compasses
Specifically designed for sailing boats, the Olympic compasses feature 
an exceptionally steady card and remain absolutely accurate whatever 
the heeling angle and the weather conditions.

Card
• Excellent readability whatever 

the weather conditions and 
light.

• Individually balanced.
Materials
• All parts fully UV-ray treated.
• Scratch-resistant dome.
Mounting
• Flushmount, horizontal 

surface.
• Interchangeable with most 

compasses of equivalent sizes. 

OLYMPIC 95 OLYMPIC 100

Boat size Sailboat up to 9 m (30') Sailboat 8 to 12 m (26-40')

Compass card
Conical card graduated every 5°,
Apparent Ø 81 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Conical or flat card, graduated every 5°.
Apparent Ø 100 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting Flushmount on horizontal surface. Flushmount on horizontal surface.
Lubber lines 3 lubber lines at 45°. 3 lubber lines at 45°.
Compensation Included Included
Lighting 12-24 V LED. 12-24 V LED.
Supplied with Protective cover, drilling template, mounting screws. Protective cover, drilling template, mounting screws.
Homologation ISO 25862 compliant. ISO 25862 compliant.

Olympic 95
The Olympic 95 is compatible with the 
Olympic 85 drilling Ø.

Olympic 100
OLYMPIC 100 Flushmount

• WHITE FLANGE
Black conical card 64763
Black flat card 64762

Olympic 95 & 100

OLYMPIC 95 Flushmount

• WHITE FLANGE
White conical card 65751

Sailors' favourite flushmount 
compass : deck hugging design, 
crisp card and totally unaffected 
by heeling angle.

LED lighting :
power saving and 

comfortable reading.

Universal balance : 

around the world 

with one compass

Accessories 
Protective cover : 
• Olympic 95 : 
White : 55402
Black : 55599

• Olympic 100 : 
17287
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OLYMPIC 115

Boat size Sailboat 6 to 12 m (19 to 40 ft).

Compass card
Conical or flat card graduated every 5°
Apparent Ø 101 mm. 
Heading numerals every 30°.

Mounting Flushmount : on a horizontal or inclined surface, 
45° max. Binnacle available as option.

Lubber line 3 lubber lines at 45°.
Compensation Included, except on inclined model (45° max.)
Lighting 1 LED bulb 12/24 V, supplied as standard.
Supplied with Protective cover, screws, drilling template.
Homologation SOLAS-ISO 25862.

OLYMPIC 115 Horizontal 
surface

45° inclined
surface 

• BLACK COMPASS
Black flat card 60997 -
Black conical card 60913 60999

• WHITE COMPASS
Black flat card 60996 -
Black conical card 60912 60998
White conical card 61205 -

LED lighting
• Energy saving.
• High resistance to shocks.
• Increased lifetime.
• Same bulb is suitable for 

12 or 24 V power supply.

Universal balance :

around the world 

with one compass.

Tunnel rods provide easy access 
to compensators through the 
binnacle.

Watertight construction :
one-piece moulded 
flange and bowl.

Options
• Binnacle

Black : 61000
White : 61001

• Spare protective cover

Black : 61004
White : 61005

• Spare LED lighting
62037

Olympic 115

A fournir

Olympic® 115

Horizontal surface

Inclined surface

Dimensions in mm
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Olympic® 135
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Options

OLYMPIC 135

Boat size Sailboat as from 9 m (30 ft+)

Compass card
Flat card, graduated every 5°.
Apparent Ø 130 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Hood/sunshade
Unique articulated protective hood : 
built-in sliding cover, composed 
of 3 telescopic parts.

Mounting
Pedestal mounting or minimal height 
flush mounting. Choice of 2 binnacles 
(96 mm high) ; Pedestal Ø 175 mm.

Lubber lines 3 lubber lines, at 45°.
Compensation Supplied as standard.
Lighting 12-24 V. LED 
Supplied with Drilling template
Homologation SOLAS-MED 96/98

+9m

OLYMPIC 135

Boat size Sailboat as from 9 m (30 ft+)

Compass card
Flat card, graduated every 5°.
Apparent Ø 130 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°.

Hood/sunshade
Unique articulated protective hood : 
built-in sliding cover, composed 
of 3 telescopic parts.

Mounting
Pedestal mounting or minimal height 
flush mounting. Choice of 2 binnacles 
(96 mm high) ; Pedestal Ø 175 mm.

Lubber lines 3 lubber lines, at 45°.
Compensation Supplied as standard.
Lighting 12-24 V. LED. 
Supplied with Drilling template.
Homologation SOLAS ISO 25862.

OLYMPIC 135 Compass 
alone

Compass + white 
binnacle set

Binnacle 
alone

• BLACK COMPASS

White 
plastic :
10301

    red card 65533 65530
    black card 65476 65529
• WHITE COMPASS
    red card 65535 65532
    black card 65534 65531

Stylish design : articulated 
protective hood that slides shut, 
opening and closing click-stop.

• Flushmount kit : 11781
Ensures fully watertight 
flushmount installation.

• Mounting kit for Goïot P 1077 :
11466

• Whitlock binnacle for compensable 
Olympic 135 : 42131

Olympic 135
Flushmount compass for steering 

console or wheel pedestal.
Large flat card, ideal when steering 

standing.
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Olympic® 135 Open

+9m

OLYMPIC 135 OPEN

Boat Yachts -sailing and power- over 9 m (30').

Card Flat card graduated every 5°. 
Apparent Ø 130 mm.

Mounting Flushmount on horizontal surface or pedestal-mount  
(with optional binnacle).

Lubber lines 3 lubber lines at 45°.
Compensation Supplied as standard. 
Lighting 12-24 V. LED 
Supplied with Sunshield and protective cover, drilling template.
Homologation SOLAS ISO 25862.

OLYMPIC 135 OPEN Compass Binnacle

Red card 65523
10300 (white plastic)

Black card 65514

Olympic 135 Open

Sail or poweryachts 9 m and above (30 ft +). 
Ideal on sail or power catamarans.
Flushmount compass for deck or dashboard 
flushmount, or steering wheel pedestal. 

Sunshield allows perfect card visibility from 
more than 200° viewing angle.

Universal balance :

around the world 

with one compass.
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The Contest 101 tactical and Iris 100 tactical models combine the functions of : 
• Main steering compass, from card horizontal surface. Course is read from the lubber lines mounted in the lower part of the bowl.
• Tactical compass, from card vertical section (direct reading). Tactician-crew only needs to memorise one figure for the 3 legs of an olympic course.

63867

• Conical card with vertical and horizontal reading.
• Gimballed magnetic cell : card remains perfectly 

horizontal, whatever the mounting angle.
• 6 mobile lubber lines.
• Weight : 295 g.
• ISO 25862 compliant.

Multi-position : horizontal, vertical, flat or even upside 
down installation. It can be taken away for storage, and 
moved to any convenient location on the boat : simply 
clip the shock-proof soft rubber casing to the bracket, a 
smooth-edge base that won't snag sails, lines or fingers.

Iris 100 tactical

Tactical compasses

Only one figure 
to memorise for the 3 legs 

of an olympic course. 

Small sailing boats

Olympic tactical 
17250

• Flat card, slightly dished.
• Apparent diameter 

of the card : 85 mm.
• 5 lubber lines.

• Weight : 375 g.

Comes with protection cover.

• Double reading : from cockpit and from cabin.
• Apparent diameter of tactical card : 100 mm.
• Functional heelmeter.
• ISO 25862 compliant.

Sailboats of 8 to 12 m 
(26 to 40 ft).

Compensation : 17673

64425

Contest 101 
tactical 

Wind
Additional bracket : 22477
Order extra brackets for additional 
compass "stations".

470 series and Plastimo have celebrated 
their 50th anniversary : lots of fond memories 
and success together !
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Mini-C compass
Multi-purpose compass : dinghy 
sailing, cruising, powerboating...
Thanks to its gimballed 
magnetic cell, the Mini-C adapts 
to any location on board, vertical 
or horizontal. 
Installation is very easy : simply 
flushmounted, vertically on a 
bulkhead or horizontally on the 
dashboard or instrument pod.

• Conical card with dual reading 
(vertical and horizontal).

• Apparent card Ø 70 mm
• Magnetic cell mounted on 

gimbals provides excellent 
card stability : the card 
remains horizontal whatever 
the inclination.

• 2 mobile lubber lines.
• Illumination optional.
• Comply with ISO 25862.

Option

Doris compass
66485
Traditional compass designed for small crafts. 
Presented in a varnished wooden box, with transparent plexiglas 
sliding lid.
• White card, graduated every degree and intercardinal points.
• Apparent diameter of the card : 72 mm.
• 1 fore-and-aft line and 2 lubber lines at 45°.
• Gimballed.
• Accurate up to 60° rolling and 30° pitching.
• Dimensions : 152 x 152 x 100 mm.

MINI-C
Black flange 63868
White flange 63869

MINI-B
MINI-B OLYMPIC 17233
Compensation 17673

Mini-B compass
Specially designed for small boats 
(less than 9 metres/30 ft).
The Mini-B combines exclusive attractive features : 
No drilling in the deck is required : the binnacle 
is simply secured with 3 screws.
The compass cell can be removed instantly with 
one single twist, for quick storage and security.

• Apparent card Ø 90 mm.
• Mobile lubber lines.
• Card pivot mounted on a shock absorber.
• Optional compensation available.

Specialty compasses

Universal 
balance

12/24 V LED light : 
62037
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Options

Offshore® 55 Kayak
63856
Black card, orange flange

Materials
All parts fully UV-ray treated. 
Scratch resistant dome.

Ideal partner for kayak touring.

• Compensation : 17673
• Optional lighting : 62037

LED bulb, 12/24 V
• Kit including 2 shock cords 

+hooks : 63853

OFFSHORE 55
Boat type Kayak

Compass card
Conical card graduated every 5°.
Apparent Ø 55 mm.
Heading numerals every 30°

Mounting Bracket-mount with two shock cords and 4 plastic hooks.
Reading 1 moulded-in notch to visualise heading easily.
Compensation Optional (access by removing the top flange).

Lighting Optional : 12/24 V LED bulb. 
Access by removing the top flange.

Supplied with Orientable installation base, shock cords + hooks, screws.

Card
Contributes to safety and provides reliable 
reading, whatever the ambiant light and 
weather/navigation conditions (conical card, 
perfectly stable, 55 mm apparent diameter).
Front reading.

Moulded-in notch to 
visualise heading easily.

Watertight 
construction
One-piece moulded 
flange and bowl. 
Diaphragm for absolute 
watertightness.

Bracket-mount
Large stable base absorbs vibrations.
Attachment on the kayak lifeline with 
the shock cords and hooks (included).

Compass for Kayak

Universal balance

Offshore® 55
kayak
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• It can be installed on any inclination or position : 
vertical, horizontal, laying flat, upside down…

• It can be taken away and moved around the boat : 
it is simply clipped on a smooth-edge bracket, designed 
not to catch sails or hurt fingers.

• A soft rubber casing provides efficient protection 
against shocks.

Iris 100 compass

* LED for homogeneous lighting and longer lifetime. 
LED will flash to indicate low battery status.

Operated by standard 1.5 V battery (LR03 type).

IRIS 100 Without lighting With lighting*

Blue 63874 63875
Yellow 63876 63877

Comes complete with 
protection padded 
padded protection 
and assembly screws.

Handbearing compasses

Accessory

• Additional bracket : 
22477
Compass comes 
complete with 
one bracket. 
Order extra bracket(s) 
for additional 
compass stations with 
one compass only.

Multi-position

• Floating.
• Conical card with double reading (direct and horizontal).
• Gimballed magnetic set : the card remains perfectly horizontal, 

whatever the angle of the compass installation.
• 2 mobile lubber lines.

• Legendary Plastimo pivot and hard 
stone guarantee the accuracy and 
the durability. Exclusive Vibration 
Absorber system.

• Weight : 295 g.

Ideal on RIBs and fast motor cruisers. 
Resistance to vibration tested 
by French testing lab LNE 
(no.30 559 010).
Vibration Absorber exclusive system 
means minimal contact between pivot 
and sapphire cup.

Singlehanded 
sailors' tip :
Mount an Iris 100 
compass above 
your bunk.

All-rounder : Iris 100 is a course and 
a handbearing compass.
Multi-position mounting : ideal on sailboats 
(dinghy, sportsboat, small cruiser), small crafts 
(kayak, canoe, fishing) or RIBs and fast motor 
cruisers due to its excellent capacity to absorb 
vibrations. 

Universal balance
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Iris 50 compass

Iris 50  
handbearing compass

•  Good protection against hard knocks :  
the smooth finish feels soft in your hand,  
and it will not slip, even if it is wet.

•  No parallax error : a prism projects the reading  
of the bearing to infinity. This also contributes to  
a more comfortable operation,  as you do not need  
to alternate close-reading to read the card and  
infinite-reading to take bearings.

•  Optimum conditions to take bearings,  
thanks to the superb card stability and the wide 20° field  
of view, which will accommodate the roughest sea conditions.

•  Most accurate bearing : the pivot and very hard stone are a guarantee  
of long life and shock resistance of your compass.

•  Soft bottom cell : engineered using ultra-sonic welding, it acts like an 
expansion diaphragm, preventing the formation of bubbles and leaks.

•  Course reading from above the compass : you can read your compass like 
a standard compass, with no need to look through the prism.

•   Outstanding legibility  
of the card,  

with one-degree 
graduations.

•  Built-in  
photoluminescent 
lighting, 
completely 
maintenance-free, 
impervious to 
corrosion, operates 
without batteries 
or radio-active 
tritium.

An iconic instrument in the Plastimo range, the Iris 50  
is the highly dependable companion of yachtsmen,  
regatta addicts and top-notch racers worldwide.
It is regularly praised by technical press  
and prestigious skippers alike, as the  
most reliable, sturdy and handy  
handbearing compass.

As accurate out at sea as in the desert !  
Sandproof, shockproof and operational 

by night with no need for electrical 
supply : the Iris 50 compass is the 

precise and precious companion 
to "gazelles", women-only 

competing in the off-road 
Rallye Aïcha des Gazelles  
in the Moroccan desert. 
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83 mm

Protection pouch
38184

PVC holder
17244

Accessories

Military and field compass 
applications :
Army green (ref. 63873) and Sand (63603) 
models are available on special request 
with MILS graduation.

• Graduation in MILS + MILS :
- Direct reading every 400 MIL.
- Reading through prism every 200 MIL.
63879 : IRIS 50 MILS/MILS KAKI Z/AB

Kevin Escoffier, bowman on Dongfeng Race Team, Winner of Volvo Ocean Race 2017-2018

• Two functions : handbearing and traditional compass.
• Graduation : every 1°.
• Field of view : 20°.
• Clearance : 12°.
• Built-in photoluminescent lighting.
• Red lubber lines.
• Weight : 105 g.

IRIS 50
Blue 63870
Yellow 63871
Orange 63599
Sand 63603 
Army green 63873

Navy blue coated canvas 
outside, foam padded inside. 

St. steel press-stud closure. 
Loop for belt, max. width 
50 mm. Grommet for 

lanyard to carry and use 
the compass with 
protection pouch always 

tied to compass.

Bamboo holder
1997004
Suitable for compass or 
any handheld instrument. 
Bright honey colour for 
style, glue-laminated 
structure for resistance 
and durability.
Dimensions : 
85 x 100 x 40 mm.
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For power boat
compasses

For sailboat compasses

Protective covers

Binnacles 

For compass Colour Reference

- Offshore 90
Black 17630
White 17668

A Offshore 95
Black 55599
White 55402

For compass Colour Reference

A Offshore 115 /Olympic 115
Black 61000
White 61001

B Olympic 135 White 10301
Olympic 135 compensable*    - 42131*

C Horizon 135 / Olympic 135 Open White 10300

For compass Colour Reference
A Mini-Contest (before 2009) White 17308

B Mini-Contest & Olympic 95
White 55402
Black 55599

C Mini Contest Navman/AdvanSea White 29361
D Olympic 100 White 17287
- Contest 100     - 17302

For compass Colour Reference
E Contest 101 Grey 25332
F Contest 130 White 17296

G Olympic 115
Black 61004
White 61005

H Olympic 135 black, with screws
Black 29403
White 29404

I Horizon 135 White 17280

For compass Colour Reference

B Offshore 105
Black 14451
White 14450

C Offshore 115
Black 61002
White 61003

D Offshore 135
Black 14453
White 14452

*Whitlock binnacle

Flanges
For compass Colour Reference

A Mini-C
Black 70229
White 70230

B Offshore® 55
Black 70231
White 70232
Orange 70233

C Offshore® 75
Black 70235
White 70234

D Olympic Mini-B Black 70240

For compass Colour Reference

E Olympic & Offshore® 95
Black 70237
White 70236

F Mini-Contest 95
Black 70244
White 70245

G Mini-Contest Advansea Black 70241

H Olympic 115 
Black 70247
White 70246

I Olympic 135 Black 70239
J Olympic 135 open White 70238

Accessories for compasses



Brackets for Reference
Offshore 70 14444
Offshore 75 white 55579
Offshore 105 black 17268
Offshore 105 white 17267
Offshore 135 black 17260
Offshore 135 white 17262
Contest 130 black    38473
Contest 130 white 38474

Beyond a simple aesthetic preference, the bracket mounting 
offers the extra advantage of isolating the compass from the 
dashboard, thus reducing the potential interference created by 
other instruments and metallic objects.

Plasticlip 
for compass
• Black : 37035
• Light grey : 37036
Ideal to fix compasses 
Offshore 75 Mini-binnacle, 
Offshore 75 and Offshore 
95 equipped with a 
bracket.

For rail or pushpit mounting

Bulkhead or dashboard mounting

Plastimo answers your questions
Should I choose my compass according to my navigation area ?

All our compasses are balanced manually : with a standard 
procedure. They are now world balanced and suitable for all 
areas around the world. Double-dip compass designed to operate 
accurately in both Northern and Southern hemispheres. Balancing 
the compass consists in adjusting the card so that it is perfectly 
horizontal. 

My boat is equipped with a GPS. Is a magnetic compass 
really useful ? 

A magnetic compass indicates the boat's course in real time. This 
information comes as a complement to the GPS data. Also bear in 
mind that a magnetic compass remains fully operational even in 
the event of an electrical failure on board, which would prevent you 
from relying on your GPS. The magnetic compass is therefore a major 
safety element on board.

My boat has a steel or ferrocement hull. Which compass 
should I choose ?

No compass can answer this specific requirement alone. It is 
necessary to call for the services of a professional compass adjuster 
who will set up a compensation system relevant to your boat.
Does my compass need to be compensated ? 

Magnetic fields generating interference on the compass performance 
exist on all boats. The impact on the compass, called "deviation", can 
originate from many different sources : metallic masses, loudspeakers, 
engine, electronic instruments…   

If deviation ranks between 7 and 20°, your compass should indeed 
be compensated. Most of our compasses are designed to be user-
compensated. Please refer to "Deviation and Compensation" chapter 
in our catalogue. 

Another question ?
most answers to be found on...

Brackets

www.plastimo.com

Mini-Contest, Contest 101 & 130,
Mini-B, Offshore 75
17673

Compensation

LED lighting :
All Plastimo compasses are now equipped 
with  LED lights providing 70% energy saving and 
increased resistance to shocks. 
LED lights also have an increased lifetime and are 
suitable for both 12 and 24 V power supply.

• Compass 
manufactured 
since 2016   
12/24 V LED 
light : 62037
(including Offshore 115 
& Olympic 115 since 
2014)

Lighting 
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Description Zone A Zone B Zone C
Contest 130 black, red card, std 17291 19296 19299
Contest 130 black, red card, inclined bulkhead 17292 19309 19317
Contest 130 black, red card, bracket 17293 19328 19332
Contest 130 white, red card, std 17294 19844 19854
Contest 130 white, red card, bracket 17295 19868 19871
Mini-Contest black, conical card World : 65742
Mini-Contest white, conical card World : 65743
Mini-Contest AdvanSea, black 28976 29021 29022
Olympic 95 flushmount World : 65751
Olympic 100 flushmount, black card World : 64763
Olympic 100 flushmount, red card World : 64762
Olympic 115 black, black flat card, std World : 60997
Olympic 115 black, black conical card, std World : 60913
Olympic 115 black, black conical card,  
inclined surface World : 60999

Olympic 115 white, black flat card, std World : 60996
Olympic 115 white, black conical card, std World : 60912
Olympic 115 white, black conical card,  
inclined surface World : 60998

Olympic 115 white, white conical card, std World : 61205
Olympic 135 black+binnacle, red card World : 65530
Olympic 135 black+binnacle, black card World : 65529
Olympic 135 white+binnacle, red card World : 65532
Olympic 135 white+binnacle, black card World : 65531
Olympic 135 black, red card World : 65533
Olympic 135 black, black card World : 65476
Olympic 135 white, red card World : 65535
Olympic 135 white, black card World : 65534
Olympic 135 Open, red card World : 65523
Olympic 135 Open, black card World : 65514
Olympic tactical 17250 18991 18998
Contest 101 tactical World : 64425
Iris 100 tactical, blue World : 63867
Mini-C black World : 63868
Mini-C white World : 63869
Mini-B Olympic 17233 20161 20164
Doris compass World : 66485
Iris 50 blue 63870 63870 21809
Iris 50 yellow 63871 63871 24049
Iris 50 olive green 63873 63873 38181
Iris 50 orange 63599 63599 63600
Iris 50 sand 63603 63603 63604
Iris 100 blue World : 63874
Iris 100 blue + lighting World : 63875
Iris 100 yellow World : 63876
Iris 100 yellow + lighting World : 63877

Description Zone A Zone B Zone C
Offshore 55, bracket mount, black, black card World : 63854
Offshore 55, bracket mount, white, white card World : 63855
Offshore 55 kayak, orange, black card World : 63856
Offshore 75 horizontal flush, black World : 63857
Offshore 75 horizontal flush, white World : 63858
Offshore 75 vertical flush, black 63859 63859 48843
Offshore 75 vertical flush, white 63860 63860 48847
Offshore 75 mini-binnacle, black World : 63861
Offshore 75 mini-binnacle, white World : 63862
Offshore 75 basic, mini-binnacle, white, black card World : 63863
Offshore 75 basic bracket mount, white, black card World : 63864
Offshore 75 bracket mount, black World : 63865
Offshore 75 bracket mount, white World : 63866
Offshore 95 black, black flat card, flushmount World : 65732
Offshore 95 black, black conical card, flushmount World : 65733
Offshore 95 black, black flat card, bracket World : 65734
Offshore 95 black, black conical card, bracket World : 65735
Offshore 95 white, black flat card, flushmount World : 65736
Offshore 95 white, black conical card, flushmount World : 65737
Offshore 95 white, white conical card, flushmount World : 65738
Offshore 95 white, black flat card, bracket World : 65739
Offshore 95 white, black conical card, bracket World : 65740
Offshore 95 white, white conical card, bracket World : 65741
Offshore 105 black, black flat card World : 65004
Offshore 105 black, black conical card World : 65001
Offshore 105 white, black flat card World : 65005
Offshore 105 white, black conical card World : 65002
Offshore 105 white, white conical card World : 65003
Offshore 115 black, black flat card World : 60992
Offshore 115 black, black conical card World : 60991
Offshore 115 white, black flat card World : 60993
Offshore 115 white, black conical card World : 60990
Offshore 115 white, white conical card World : 60989
Offshore 135 black, black flat card World : 65350
Offshore 135 black, black conical card 23484 23485 23486
Offshore 135 white, black flat card World : 65524
Offshore 135 white, black conical card 23493 23494 23495
Contest 101 black, black card, standard World : 64421
Contest 101 black, black card, inclined bulkhead World : 64422
Contest 101 black, red card, std World : 64416
Contest 101 black, red card, inclined bulkhead World : 64418
Contest 101 white, red card, std World : 64417
Contest 101 white, red card, inclined bulkhead World : 64419
Contest 101 white, white card, std World : 64423
Contest 101 white, white card, inclined bulkhead World : 64424
Contest 130 black, black card, std 39669 39670 39671
Contest 130 black, black card, inclined bulkhead 40034 40035 40036

Around the world with my compass
UNIVERSAL BALANCE :  
around the world with 
one compass
The recent generations of Plastimo 
compasses are balanced to sail around 
the world with one single compass.
So much easier for the round-the-world 
racer or the boater on a world passage,  
so much simpler too for the boatbuilder 
who selects one single compass, 
whatever the final destination of  
the boat.

ITALIC references
Universal compass, one single part number  
to sail around the world.

 Zone A North hemisphere (apart 
from this page, all compass part

numbers in our catalogue are either 
world balanced or Zone A).

 Zone B South Atlantic, 
Indian Ocean, Central Pacific, 

Tahiti, Reunion Island. 

 Zone C South Pacific, 
Australia, New Zealand, 

New Caledonia.



NORTHEAST
255 Revere Street
Canton, MA. 02021

Tel: 781.821.2600
Fax: 781.821.2609

Toll-Free: 800.422.5684

SOUTHEAST
2580 North Powerline Road

Suite 603 & 604
Pompano Beach, FL. 33069

Tel: 954.532.7557
Fax: 954.366.3362

Toll-Free: 855.599.7741

WEST
15242 Transistor Lane

Huntington Beach, CA. 92649

Tel: 714.373.3322
Fax: 714.373.3326

Toll-Free: 800.433.0101

info@bainbridgeintusa.com

www.bainbridgeintusa.com


